Negative Poisson's ratio (NPR) materials have attracted tremendous interest due to their unique physical properties and potential applications, the research in this filed focuses on developing new NPR material, explaining the deformation mechanism for NPR behavior and finding ways to regulate the Poisson's ratio (PR). In this work, we found sign-tunable PR by strain in monolayer Blue Phosphorus Oxide (BPO) nanosheet based on first principles calculations, the PR is positive under uniaxial strain  <= -1% but become negative under  > 0. The deformation mechanism for BPO under strain depends on the mutual competition between the P-P attraction and P-O repulsion effect, this two factors induce two different deformation pathways (one with positive PR, and the other with NPR). Moreover, with increasing of the strain, both of the decreased strength of P-P attraction and the increased strength of P-O repulsion effect drive the PR of BPO from positive to negative together.
The Poisson's ratio (PR), also called the transverse deformation coefficient, refers to the negative ratio between the transverse strain and longitudinal strain in elastic loading. 1 When subjected to strain in the longitudinal direction, the materials with a positive Poisson's ratio (PPR) tend to shrink laterally, in contrast, the materials with a negative Poisson's ratio (NPR) expand laterally. Besides exhibiting a counterintuitive structure deformation under strain, the NPR materials also possess many specific physical properties, such as enhanced shear resistance, 2 indentation hardness 3, 4 and fracture toughness, 5 and thus have broad applications prospects.
Beginning with the seminal work of Lakes, who presented a novel re-entrant structure with a NPR, 6 many efforts have been made to develop NPR materials theoretically and experimentally. [7] [8] [9] A variety of NPR materials have been developed, such as three-dimensional bulk material, metal nanoplate, and two-dimensional (2D) monolayer materials. [10] [11] [12] [13] The underlying mechanisms for the NPR behavior are intriguing and should be specifically treated rather than generally. In bulk materials, the corresponding mechanism for explaining the NPR behavior and the principles for developing new NPR materials are based primarily on specific microstructure, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] it is natural to think that the magnitude or sign of PR can be modulated by geometry structural transition, which have been implemented by various regulation methods including strain, 16 temperature, 8 electric field 19 etc. As for metal nanoplate, surface stress effects are also important, which coupled with stress-induced phase transitions cause NPR. 20, 21 Some 2D monolayer materials also have been found to exhibit a NPR and the corresponding deformation mechanism varies. For example, the NPR behaviors in borophene, phosphorene and phosphorene-like monochalcogenides are attributed from the intrinsic crystal pattern, which is similar to the re-entrant structure. [22] [23] [24] [25] Owing to small bending modulus, 26, 27 the NPR of 2D materials also can be induced by the structural rippling, which has been generated in various ways including thermally-induced ripples, 28 introduction of vacancy 29 and partial hydrogenation 30 etc.
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and demonstrated that the corresponding NPR behavior is dominated by the electronic effect rather than merely from their geometric structure. Specifically, the electronic effect in their paper refers to the coupling between the orbital, and the forms and strength of this coupling determine the initial structure of the TMDs and decide the PPR or NPR behavior under strain. 31 Inspired by Yu et al's work, we wonder whether there are other electronic effect inducing NPR, and whether this electronic effect can be further tuned by strain.
Through in-depth research, we focus on our research model: blue phosphorus oxide (BPO). As we known, blue phosphorus (BlueP) is one of four types of stable allotrope of phosphorus, particularly noteworthy its binding energy is higher no more 2 meV per atom than black phosphorus, 32, 33 indicating that BlueP is as stable as black phosphorus. BlueP is a semiconductor with 2.0 eV indirect band gap which appears not suitable for optoelectronic application. 34 However, the electronic structure of BlueP would be changed dramatically when covalently modified by oxygen, BPO has been reported that it is semiconductor with direct band gap and exhibits tunable quantum phase transition from semiconductor to symmetry-protected semimetal under biaxial strain, which is highly desired for application in nanoelectronic devices. 35 The specific feature of BPO is not limited to the band structure transition, in this work, we found that the PR of BPO is positive under uniaxial strain  <= -1% but become negative under  > 0%, suggesting the BPO will expand laterally regardless of longitudinal compression (strictly speaking, the compressive strain need to be greater than -1% ) or stretching. The structural relaxation under strain depends on the mutual competition between P-P attraction and P-O repulsion effect, and the different response of their strength to strain would cause the sign change of PR.
Calculation Methods
Our calculations are performed with density functional theory (DFT) via the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). 36 We adopt the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 37 with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation potential. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) 38 is used with a cut-off energy of 600 eV. The criterion of convergence for structure relaxation is that the change of total energy is less than 10 -7 eV and the residual force on the atom is less than 0.001 eV Å −1 . The Brillouin zone (BZ) is sampled by 47×47×1 and 47×
31×1 for structural optimization of unit cell and rectangle supercell, respectively. The vacuum space between two neighbouring nanostructures is set to greater than 15 Å to decrease the interactive effect. The charge density of the orbital is plotted by
Visualization for Electronic and Structural Analysis (VESTA).
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Results and Discussion
The atomic structure of the BPO can be associated with O atom alternatively bonded with P atom on both side of BlueP, as depicted schematically in Fig. 1 (a, b).
The optimized lattice constant of BPO is 3.669 Å with hexagonal lattice, which is larger than that of BlueP, 32 in good agreement with previous theoretical study. 35 The lattice vector a is set parallel with x direction (i.e. zigzag chain) and b parallel with y direction (i.e. armchair chain). In the pristine BlueP, each P atom has five valence electrons, upon covalently bonding with three near adjacent P atoms, the leaving lone electron pair has high chemical activity. In the BPO, this lone pair is bonded to oxygen (P=O bond), which enhances the chemical stability, meanwhile, the electronic structure becomes direct band gap (Fig. S1 ). Structurally, the buckle structure of BPO becomes more flatten than BlueP since the P=O bond pulls p z orbital of the P atom to lower energy, resulting in that the P atom becomes more sp 2 hybridization in character.
Although the understanding of the form of P=O bond in the Phosphate Group is controversial, it is undisputed that P=O bond is expected to be stronger than the single bond. 40, 41 Herein, the bond length of P=O is 1.48 Å, which is much shorter than the sum of the O (0.66 Å) and P (1.07 Å) single-bond radii. 42 To better understand the form of P=O bond and other bonds in BPO, we plot the corresponding band-decomposed charge density of all occupied state (Fig. S1 ), and choose three typical charge density distribution which can be analogized to molecular orbital as shown in Fig. 1(c, d, e) . Combined with the information of projecting the wavefunction on the s and p orbitals at each atom site, it was observed that 1-th band is dominated by p z and s orbital of P and O atom and its electron density is mainly localized between P and O atom, namely P-O bonding state. The 11-th band is dominated by p x(y) of O atoms and p x(y) of P atoms, the bonding state is formed between P-P and the antibonding state is formed between P-O, the charge density of 8-th band exhibit obvious nonbonding state, which is the lone pair of O atom.
Combined with these occupied states, we can get some important information. (i) The P-P bonding state would cause P-P attraction due to the fact that the bonding states are lower in energy than their atomic orbital and attract the atoms towards to each other.
(ii) Unexpectedly, there are some antibonding states between P-O, which shows a complex instead of double bond between P-O. (iii) Other than the P-O bonding state, it was found that the charge density distribution of occupied state shows a distinct separation between P-P plane and O, which also can be considered as certain antibonding state to some degree between P-P plane and O. These antibonding states bring the P-O repulsion effect and would be confirmed through following calculation. We can consider the effect of the mutual repulsion between P-O by investigating the influence of tuning the P-O bond length (L) on the lattice constant. Due to the centrosymmetric nature of the BPO, one simplified tetrahedron unit attached O atom is displayed as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The bond length of the P-O is set as 0.970 L, 0.985
.030 L and the z coordinate of P atoms is fixed to avoid the influence of the vertical movement of P atom, the re-optimized lattice constant as a function of P-O bond length is shown in Fig. S2 . It can be seen that the lattice constant is expanded (contracted) when the P-O bond length is decreased (increased). The strength of P-O bonding state is dominated by the P-O bond length (L), we can also say that L is the characteristic length of P-O bonding state, correspondingly, the P-P bond length is the characteristic length of P-P bonding state. For P-O repulsion effect,
given the effect of P-P bonding state which bring the electron together around the midpoint of P-P bond, its characteristic length is better described as L + wH, where H is the vertical height of the P-P bond and w can be estimated approximatively as 0.5 without strain, in general, the energy of repulsion effect caused by coulomb repulsion or exchange energy is inversely proportional to characteristic length. Therefore, when L is compressed, H remains the same (the z coordinate of P atoms is fixed), the characteristic length of P-O repulsion effect is decreased, the repulsion effect is increased resulting a lattice expansion, and vice versa, which confirm that the P-O repulsion effect exists and has a great influence on the lattice constant. 
2(b).
As the strain goes from -5% to 5%, the ratio of C 12 /C 11 decreases a lot, which can be attributed from mutual competition between the P-P attraction and P-O repulsion effect, the effect of P-O bonding state can be ignored because their localized charge distribution is insensitive to the strain. The P-P bonding states attract the P atoms towards to each other and reduce the total energy of systems. On the one hand, as an increase in strain, the P-P bond length is elongated and the transverse direction would be contracted to conserve bond length and release energy causing positive C 12 /C 11 . On the other hand, the elongated P-P bond length weaken the strength of P-P bonding state which means that P-P attraction is weaken with increasing biaxial strain resulting in decreasing of C 12 /C 11 . The strength of P-O repulsion effect is increased owing to the decreasing of H with increasing biaxial strain. However, it is difficult to quantitatively evaluate this amount of repulsion force between P and O atom, an indirect way to estimate this repulsion effect is measuring the response of L to strain.
Compared to H, which reduces rapidly, the L remains fairly static as shown in Fig force not only elongate the L but also pull the P-P plane tend to be more flatten resulting in an expansion of the transverse direction (negative C 12 /C 11 ). The decreased strength of P-P attraction and increased strength of P-O repulsion effect drive the C 12 /C 11 from positive to negative together under biaxial strain. We now turn to study the mechanical response under uniaxial strain, the uniaxial strain within the range of ±5% was applied in both the a direction and b direction, then the lattice constant in the transverse direction was re-optimized to reach the total-energy minimum. According to the definition of PR mentioned above, we obtained the PR of BPO as shown in Fig. 3 . It was observed that the sign of PR of BPO is strongly dependent on the amount of applied strain rather than direction, which is positive when 5% 1% The deformation mechanism under uniaxial strain also can be explained by the mutual competition between P-P bonding state and P-O repulsion effect, taking strain loading in a direction as an example, the corresponding schematic of deformation process are shown in Fig. 4(a, b) . Both the PPR caused by the P-P attraction and NPR caused by P-O repulsion effect can be realized as three consecutive steps marked with serial number, as ○ 1 -○ 6 . It should be noted that the steps for NPR occur simultaneously with those of PPR, but marked with larger serial number to distinguish them, as ○ 4 , ○ 5 , ○ 6 . The PPR induced by the P-P bonding state can be realized as the deformation process is to conserve the bond length, there are many similarities with the normal deformation in 1T MX 2 (M = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta; X= S, Se, Te).
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The steps are as follows: ○ 1 The P 2 relaxes along the line P 2 M to conserve the bond length of P 2 P 3 and P 2 P 4 , which are elongated by uniaxial strain along the a direction, owing to the bond angle of P 1 P 2 M > 90°, the P 1 P 2 is elongated. ○ 2 The bond P 2 M rotate clockwise around the axis of P 3 P 4 to conserve the bond length of P 1 P 2 . Noting that the location of P 1 is fixed in the first two steps. After these two steps, the bond length of P 1 P 2 still has a certain growth. ○ 3 P 1 is contracted accompanied with the reduction of ∠P 1 P 2 P 3 to release the storing energy in enlarged P 1 P 2 . The NPR induced by P-O repulsion effect also can be considered as three steps as shown in Fig 
Conclusions
In conclusion, on the basis of first principle calculations, we found sign-tunable PR by strain in BPO, which is positive under uniaxial  <= -1% but become negative under uniaxial  > 0. This sign change of PR is ascribed to mutual competition between the P-P attraction and P-O repulsion effect. As the uniaxial strain goes from -5% to 5%, the P-P attraction causes PPR to conserve the bond length and its strength is decreased due to the elongated P-P bond length, the P-O repulsion effect pulls the P-P plane more flatten leading to an NPR and its strength gradually increase due to the decreasing of H, the decreased strength of P-P attraction and increased strength of P-O repulsion effect with increasing strain drive the PR of BPO from positive to negative together.
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